Two Years On, Why is the Obvious Still a Mystery ?
The world is witnessing the waning days of our feudal rulers. For most of written history
humanity has suffered under a shifting collation of tyrants, including monarchs,
monopolists and dictators. Their promise of a ‘benevolent dictatorship’ is a deception,
seldom realized and if ever realized, then always fleeting.
As mentioned in a previous article, ‘the problem with insatiable greed is that it is
insatiable.’ But luckily, insatiable greed is TERMINAL. The current world tyrants have
bitten off far more than they can at present chew. But given a bit more time, they could
have the robot army, the genetically programmed disease vector and the total psy-ops
environment necessary for their demonic visions.
Today’s world ruling megalomaniacs are just like all the master race tyrants of the past,
as ruthless as any, only better equipped for their mischief. This ‘New World Order’ has
been nurtured for centuries in the minds and actions of the Western monarchs and
monopolists. Let’s review their check list for One World Tyranny. To avoid
redundancy, I’ll be referring to a number of previous articles on this myriad of insanity.
NWO have total control of the major corporations, means of production and materials.
There was a brief legislative push back to American monopolies with the Sherman, and
then Taft-Hartley Anti-Trust Acts, but since then the Fortune 500 has become the Fortune
50 controlling the other 450 with no chance of ‘entrepreneur’ interference. For an
example of monopolist market control, read the story of the crushing of the nineteenth
century’s greatest inventors Edison, Westinghouse and Tesla in the following:
http://canadafreepress.com/index.php/article/25935
These same techniques have been applied across the economic sector so that today very,
very few control all banking, production and distribution. With that economic clout it has
been very easy to control both political ‘parties’ to present a Faux Democracy that could
provide a managed puppet show which could fool a nation into believing that the
founders were being followed.
Next the megalomaniacs needed a reduction in the general level of education, for as
every master knows, educated humans make lousy slaves. Government funding and
mindless controls have created a state mandated mental penitentiary system. American
education is a mouse maze of stupidity, where the process of thought is either expunged
or denigrated. Decades of this decay have removed enough critical thinking to allow a
broad range on intellectually defective principles to appear plausible.
The final item on the megalomaniacs wish list was to be a crushing world tax. An energy
tax offered this possibility, but only if energy use could be demonized. For that the
masters need a science slave who could proclaim planetary doom if the elites did not
control energy use. We already had a dumb down populace, all that was lacking was a
dumbed-down branch of science to provide the cover story, enter Climatology.
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Climatology evolved in the shadow of science, not WITHIN THE BODY OF SCIENCE
and subject to all the established rules of science, but close enough to science to claim
membership. For more on these origins read:
http://climaterealists.com/index.php?id=3751
Climatology began with the erroneous assumption that weather was all about the
atmosphere and that climate as just an accumulation of weather. They were forced to
concede that the Sun and ‘mysterious’ ocean currents had some role, but Climatology is a
mainly fairy castle in the sky. Therefore it was just the composition of the sky mattered.
Hence the dominate role of one three atom, inert gas with only a 0.04% concentration
could control the planet’s temperature. Even more alarming the 3% of that level that
humans pumped into the sky was THE controlling factor.
Climatology has been easy enough for main stream science to ignore for decades, UNTIL
it became the activist arm of the megalomaniac carbon tax machine. Then real scientists
began examining the wide range of false claims. Upon close examination it appears that
every tenant of Climatology is flawed, but with regard to the global warming debate we’ll
review just three.
First is the issue of thermal mass, the preposterous claim that 28 Giga-tons of ANY
substance has impact of the temperature of 259 trillion cubic miles of molten rock is
beyond absurd. Next is the childish concept that carbon dioxide can ‘store’ and re-radiate
energy back to Earth. Both of these fictions are dispelled in any number of works, but
the latest summary can be found here:
http://climatechangedispatch.com/home/8535-omgmaximum-co2-will-warm-earth-for20-milliseconds
http://climatechangedispatch.com/home/8544-climate-follies-encore
The third flawed assumption of the warmist is that the Earth’s fission force is constant
and is negligible. Fluctuations in the Earths fission rate are manifested in volcanic and
natural hot spring outputs, none of which are constant. For information on the actual
magnitude and controlling factors of Earth’s fission, and further implications consider:
http://climaterealists.com/index.php?id=3427
http://climaterealist.com/index.php?id=3515
http://canadafreepress/index.php/article/28111
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From the above, we have established that the Earth continuously produces elemental
Hydrogen, Helium, Nitrogen, Oxygen diatomic gases and many elemental gas
compounds. These elements are produced at the source of the fission reactions in the
hottest part of the planet. All of these gases are under enormous heat and pressure, but
are still much lighter than the surrounding molten magma.
These newly formed elemental gases rise rapidly to pockets in the underside of Earth’s
crust. Most of these gases then vent along the continuous ocean rift zones. It is this
outpouring of energy that drives the ocean currents and causes the ‘mysterious’ ocean sea
temperature fluctuation. Many have now reluctantly agreed, that changes in the Earth’s
fission rate is the most likely cause of the Glacial-Interglacial cycle.
It is now time to accept that changes in solar and galactic particle bombardment govern
Earth’s fission rate. We must also accept that those changes manifest in far shorter time
periods than assumed. Changes in the elemental gas production rates could be visible in
the atmosphere within days. Changes in the ocean under energy flow rate could modify
currents and sea surface temperatures within weeks. Very large and sudden fission rate
changes will cause volcanic eruptions with undeniable climate changes.
One must be blind to not see the correct science presented in that above and by hundreds
of other high qualified scientists. One must be deaf to not hear the urgent cries of
Secretary of Energy, Dr Steven Chu and NASS-GISS Director, Dr James Hansen
screaming that we must immediately dismantle all western industry and exterminate large
portions of the human family. One must be mute to not speak against these crimes.
We have reached the moment of truth for Climatology. The High Priests of High
Temperatures….Hansen, Chu, Mann, Jones, Trenberth, Santer, et al must be defrocked.
Those Luke Warmist, who still believe in the fictional heat storage and re-radiation of
Carbon Dioxide must be forced to renounce this false science.
To today’s college students enrolled in Climatology please realize what you are doing. If
you only aspire to stand in front of a TV studio camera and read a five day forecast with
less than 50% accuracy, then continue in Climatology. If however, you aspire to
understand real science in a vastly complex Universe, then consider a change of majors.
The most urgent climate that needs changing at present is the climate of Climatology.
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